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• Abstract (300 words):
Despite the fact that they were designed to support our everyday lives, their omnipresence has made technology and media start to manage our reality. Over the last decades, architects and urbanists are trying to establish control over the new reality and find ways of articulating discourses in certain fields, moving images being the one. Using lateral thinking to articulate these changes, we explore ways of seeing, understanding and interpreting objects, events and spaces, in form of their projection on screen and superimposition with human performing the ‘situation’ in real space. The complex relationships that emerge between real and projected space in front of the spectators simulate real-life situations that are omnipresent today in our environment (using mobile applications, screen, image-producing technologies such as photography and cinema) and which dictate new forms of our perception in the urban space as we move through multiple arenas of life and technologies of the post-human society. This experience of ‘thinking through images’ dates back in definitions by Georg Simmel and Siegfried Kracauer, and is followed by Walter Benjamin’s suggestions that architecture is a prototype for film because both are received ‘by a collectivity in a mode of
distraction’. What Benjamin suggested in the early 20th century as the potential of architecture to estrange the perception of the real by exposing the ordinary spectator to the “shock” newness of the modern city, has later been replaced with Paul Virilio’s estrangement of the ‘space of virtual’ to become the ‘space of real’. As screens are being mounted in urban spaces, installed in buildings and held in our hands, new forms of communication grow into the daily consumption of moving images in the urban spaces we are moving through and reach finally a frame of reference for spatial phenomena, or, in Virilio’s words “since the beginning of the 20th century... the screen... became the city square”. If today we still believe that visuality is our most significant and primary form of ethical engagement with the world of the 21st century, following the early modern obsession with images, this research presents an opportunity to push the boundaries of human-media interaction thus giving the opportunity to the architecture to get to the greatest possible conceptual level. For that purpose, we deal with our understanding and perception of the virtual and real environments by examining the ways in which our interactivity with the media in space changes our consciousness about that space. In other words, considering architecture of constructed situation, its static narrative has been replaced and interpreted in the following ambiguity: 1] the word situation in realms of human as conjures an immediate image of intensity, excess or emotional amplification; 2] the word situation beyond the realms of human in its transformative potential supported by increasingly powerful technology. Our aim is to identify moving image as an alternative case for investigating perception, whereas the constructions of reality are continuously adapted to the changeable situations and the observed space becomes part of a wider map of spaces, networked between the real and virtual environments. I will conclude that the emerging situation pays homage to the development of a visual language of architecture that will constantly re-examine spatial relationships, objects, protagonists, physical constructions, only to approach the real-world situations in their contradictory relationships between invisible systems of media spaces and the real spaces that host them.
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